With over six hundred applications optimized for GPUs, accelerated computing has revolutionized a broad range of industries including: Artificial Intelligence, Digital Signage, Education, Finance, Government, Healthcare, Rendering, Simulation, Virtual Reality and Virtual Workstations.

For more information, check out the links below,
OR VISIT WWW.PNY.COM/MARKETS

BROCHURES

• Which NVIDIA® RTX™ is right for you?
• NVIDIA RTX for Architecture, Engineering and Construction
• NVIDIA RTX for CAE Simulation
• NVIDIA RTX for Education
• NVIDIA RTX for Finance
• NVIDIA RTX for GPU Rendering
• NVIDIA RTX for Government
• NVIDIA RTX for Healthcare
• NVIDIA RTX for Manufacturing
• NVIDIA RTX for Media & Entertainment
• NVIDIA RTX for AI
• NVIDIA RTX VR Advantage
• Display Wall Solutions
• GPU Applications Catalog
• Data Science Information Kit

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Contact your PNY Account Manager or email GOPNY@PNY.COM
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